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Education systems around the globe are facing profound transformations. Key developments include the cultural
and social diversification of student populations, changing socio-economic contexts, new forms of educational
governance, the persistent relevance of international benchmarking and psychometric "test industries", and the rise
of educational "big data" and digital technologies. Although their relevance is widely acknowledged, we know little
about how these recent social and political dynamics actually affect the fields of education and training (be it their
institutional structures, organisational processes, justifying discourses, or professional practices), especially
regarding their role for the reproduction and transformation of social inequalities.
Against this background, this special issue of Social Inclusion enquires into the manifold forms of interplay that
currently unfold between orders of social inequality and educational politics, discourses, institutions, and practices.
The contributions to this special issue will focus on a wide range of aspects, allowing for a multifaceted appraisal of
the processes involved: How do recent developments affect the ways educational institutions (schools, VET,
advanced training, higher education ...) deal with student populations that are disadvantaged or discriminated
against along lines such as social class, gender, migration background, or "disability"? How do forms of governing
and regulating education evolve over time and how do relevant actors justify these changing forms? How do schools
and education systems contribute to tempering, transforming, or enforcing social classifications, inequalities, and
divides? How do new technologies affect these dynamics and constellations? What do these social and political
developments imply for the pedagogic profession, including professional practices and knowledge concerning
educational inequalities and conceptions of educational justice?
We invite both empirical studies and conceptual/theoretical papers that further our capacity to analyse education
systems in their social and political contexts. Studies with a comparative outlook are particularly welcome.
Abstract
Authors interested in submitting a paper for this issue should send their abstract (about 300 words, with a tentative
title and reference to the thematic issue) by email to the Editorial Office: si@cogitatiopress.com
by 15 November 2020 the latest.
Please visit https://www.cogitatiopress.com/socialinclusion for details on the publication process.
Social Inclusion
Social Inclusion is a peer-reviewed open access journal with a wide social science readership, indexed among others
in the SSCI, Scopus, and DOAJ. Social Inclusion meets the open access requirements that most of research funding
institutions today impose on the publication of research results. Articles published in Social Inclusion are
immediately freely accessible (gold-road publications).
As is common with open access journals, Social Inclusion charges an "Article Processing Charge" (APC) to cover
production costs.
Interested authors should be aware of these fees (EUR 900, due in case manuscripts are accepted for publication).
Social Inclusion, however, aims to reduce the financial burden/risk for individual authors, among others through
very affordable institutional membership schemes. For more information on the journal's APC policy, please visit
https://www.cogitatiopress.com/socialinclusion/about/editorialPolicies#publicationFees.
Feel free to contact the guest editors
kenneth.horvath@unilu.ch and regula.leemann@fhnw.ch
if you have any questions!

